I. Introduction
Sea waves are accounted as one of the renewable energy resources nowadays and various methods have been used for the utilizing of this natural energy resource so far, as until 1980 more than thousand invention have been presented in this field.Different kind of devices for wave energy attraction work based on a buoyant or immersed object oscillation towards a constant reference.These devices efficiency could be different based on their setting depth. The Bristol cylinder is the device that can use both wave force parameters effectively, introduced for the first time by Evens (1976) in Bristol College [1] . He presented a linear theory, forecasting the devices operation and showed that the possibility of energy attraction by this device is 100% theoretically [1] . Also he revealed that for specific values of spring constant and damping coefficient of each impact wave, it is possible to remove the crossing waves and whole energy can be attracted. Recently Henkin et al (2013), upon to the potential flow theory, assessed the different parameter's effect such as elevation and the frequency of wave and also the cylinder diameter on Bristol cylinder efficiency. Davis [3] revealed empirically that linear theory losses its accuracy in computation of Bristol cylinder operation in high sharped waves. A popular method in simulation of viscosity effect consideration is the adding of a similar force term with drag force in Morison [4] relation. This method has been used by the many researchers such as Davis [3] and Barbarit et al [5] . The main problem in this method is the determination of drag coefficient. Barbarit et al showed that error in drag coefficient determination can cause the considerable uncertainty in results. Also about the Bristol cylinder, Davis [3] showed that this method couldn't present reliable results for the prediction.Due to aforementioned reasons, development of a numerical model, supposing the viscose fluid, seems necessary that assesses the real situations of Bristol cylinder operation. In this study the numerical model of Anbarsooz et al has been used for the regular nonlinear waves in real situation modelling. Also in this method the wave energy attractor operation has been simulated for different real situations.
Governing equations and boundary conditions
Schematic mechanism of wave creation by the finny wave creator has been shown in figure 1 . The solve domain, with L c × H c dimension, that two wave damper with L1 and L2 length have been considered. Solid object is located at x=Xp on the left side of solve domain and creates the wave. For this aim the linear movement of finny wave creator has been simulated in solve domain. In situations that free level of fluid exists, the effect of surrounded air has been considered and the equations have been solved for the gas phase.
Governing equations on fluid current
Governing equation on fluid current is the Navier-Stocks equation in 2 dimension, steady, compressible and Newtonian flow:
Where is velocity vector, ρ is viscosity, μis dynamic viscosity, is pressure, stress tensor and is the outer operated force on fluid. For the free surface of fluid detection, the fluid volumetric ratio has been used as below:
in the gas phase in the liquid − gas interface in the liquid phase
The effect of this quantity for each cell on density and viscosity amount is obtained based on below relations:
Where l and g subtitles show the liquid and gas phases. In calculation steps the F amounts are replaced in solve domain based on below transfer equation
Solid object simulation in fluid
In this study the virtual solve domain, presented in 2005 by Sherma and Patankar [8] , has been used for the finny wave maker modelling.In this method, the high viscose fluid is considered as the solid object.Pasandidehfar and Mirzaiei (2012) showed that for this aim the solid object domain viscosity should be two times greater than the fluid viscosity. In this method the solid object in solve domain is determined using the scaler quantity.
Out of the so Solid bounda within the so
The effect of this scaler quantity entered in momentum equation via the density and viscosity changing in below equations:
For the solid object in fluid environ the governing equations of fluid solved in all calculation domain for each time step. In this step, there is no need to solve extra deferential equation for the solid object. This is an important benefit for the used method because there is no need to change the governing equations of fluid current.
In second step for the rigid movement operation on solid object, the linear and angular momentum conservation in solid object domain has been used for each time step. It means that however in first step the present velocities of solid object domain could not be calculated properly, but the mean momentum of solid 
Damper and Spring Forces
Outer operated forces on solid object movement, has been modelled, using the volumetric forces operation in momentum equation for some cells in calculation domain, located into the solid object. The outer forces in this study are the damper and spring forces, determined in each time step based on previous time step forces. 
Energy Attraction Efficiency
The total operated force on cylinder contain the outer forces, spring and damper forces and the buoyancy force in addition to wave force. Upon to the Newton second law:
The energy attraction efficiency that is the ratio of average attracted power, , to the total average wave energy, , can be introduced by the equation 16 [9] : 
Initial and boundary condition
Initial conditions of this study are the water surface without wave, constant with the velocity equals to zero. For the right, left and the under boundary of solve domain the non-slip fluid and the pressure gradient and volumetric ratio equal to zero have been considered as the boundary conditions. For the upper boundary the constant pressure equal to 1 atmosphere has been considered as the boundary condition. For the modelling of wave damping domains, the wave attraction boundary condition should be used. Based on figure 1 in this study 2 damping region have been simulated, behind the wave maker and the other is located at the end of solve domain. 
Numerical assessment of energy attraction from the sea waves by the Bristol cylinder

II. Numerical solution method
For the governing equation discretization the Pasandidefar and Mirzaei method [7] has been utilized. This method is applicable in gridding the Euler constant for the simulation of currents with free surface and surface tension. The equations 1, 2 and 7 discretized on replaced grid. In this method the momentum equation (2) In second step, the viscosity term effect on solve domain is calculated impliedly.
Where is vector of middle velocities originated from the viscosity effect. In third step, the amounts are used for pressure and velocity calculation in new time step. 
III. Results
In this section the presented method capabilities, has been shown. Figure 2 shows the liquid free surface for different grids. Simulations has been applied for three 20, 40 and 80 gridding in the water depth. Considering the graph adaptions in 40 and 80 gridding, numerical solution is independent of grid and for 40 gridding has been utilized at the depth of water. Figure 1 shows the wave maker bed towards the water free level. This bed has a finny wave maker and two damping area. Study cases are based on Davis experiments. The cylinder has been set as it has the most efficiency in 1.1 Hertz. Free water level has been shown in figure 3 along with finny wave maker movement beginning. Angular movement of wave maker has been set as the wave is made with 31 mm height. Upon to this movement, the attracted power by cylinder in x and y direction has been shown in figure 4 . As it can be seen the situations reach to the steady condition after the 13 periodicity. Attracted power in y direction is more than x direction. Total power for each frequency is obtained from the sum of mean attracted power in both direction, using the equation 16. The brief properties of impacted waves on Bristol cylinder has been shown in table 1.
Table1. Impacted wave properties on Bristol cylinder with 0.1 m diameter for 31mm waves
